SEAX
Dining table

Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Item code: 702067 | Weight 99 kg /219 lbs | Volume 2,1 m³/ 74 cu ft
Measurements

Collection: Inspired by the sleek racing boats of the America´s Cup, SEAX stands for elegance and modernity. From
the streamlined sophistication of the folding chairs to the understated innovation of the dining tables, the collection
perfectly reflects designer Jean-Marie Massaud´s meticulous attention to detail and thoughtful approach to materials,
textures and colors.
Dining table: This dining table features a powder-coated aluminum base and an innovative mineral-composite tabletop
twice as strong as glass and resistant to frost, scuffs and UV-rays.
Frame: Base consists of powder-coated aluminum profiles with powder-coated, die -cast aluminum legs. Tabletop
consists of self-supporting mineral-composite slab.
Characteristics: Streamlined, sophisticated, elegant, effortless, modern, minimalist
Options: Also available with a premium teak table top
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth, warm water and, if needed, a gentle cleanser.
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SEAX

Teak dining table
Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Item code: 701067 | Weight 63 kg /139 lbs | Volume 2,13 m³/ 75 cu ft
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Measurements

Collection: Inspired by the sleek racing boats of the America´s Cup, SEAX stands for elegance and modernity. From
the streamlined sophistication of the folding chairs to the understated innovation of the dining tables, the collection
perfectly reflects designer Jean-Marie Massaud´s meticulous attention to detail and thoughtful approach to materials,
textures and colors.
Teak dining table: This dining table features a powder-coated aluminum base and a tabletop of premium teak.
Frame: Base consists of powder-coated aluminum profiles with powder-coated, die -cast aluminum legs. Tabletop
consists of premium teak. Sealant between teak slats, same as that widely used on yacht decks, is designed to expand
and contract with teak’s natural movement.
Characteristics: Streamlined, sophisticated, elegant, effortless, modern, minimalist
Options: Also available with mineral-composite table top
Frame maintenance: Clean base with a soft cloth, warm water and, if needed, a gentle cleanser. Wash tabletop with
warm water in which natural soap flakes have been dissolved or using our Teak Cleaner. We recommend allowing your
teak furniture to weather naturally, simply cleaning it as required.
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